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Chem 3322 test #1 solutions, out of 45 marks

I want complete, detailed answers to the questions. Show all your work to get full credit.

indefinite integral :

∫
sin2(ax)dx =

x

2
− sin(2ax)

4a
(1)

The classical wave equation in one dimension is

∂2u(x, t)

∂x2
=

1

v2
∂2u(x, t)

∂t2
(2)

The Schrödinger time dependent equation is, for ψ(x, t)

iℏ
∂ψ(x, t)

∂t
= − ℏ2

2m

∂2ψ(x, t)

∂x2
+ V (x)ψ(x, t) (3)

The Schrödinger time independent equation is, for ψ(x)

− ℏ2

2m

d2ψ(x)

dx2
+ V (x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x) (4)

The particle in a one dimensional box (of size L) energy levels are

En =
n2π2ℏ2

2mL2
n = 1, 2, 3, ... (5)

The particle in a two-dimensional box (of side lengths a and b) energy levels are

E =
π2ℏ2

2m

(
n2
x

a2
+
n2
y

b2

)
nx, ny = 1, 2, 3, ... (6)

energy levels of the particle on a ring of radius R:

En =
n2ℏ2

2mR2
n = 0, 1, 2, ... (7)

Speed of light = c = 3.0 × 108 m/s

electron mass = 9.11 × 10−31 kg. proton mass = 1.67 × 10−27 kg.

Avogadro’s constant = NA = 6.022 × 1023 mol−1

Planck constants: h = 6.6262 × 10−34 Js and ℏ = 1.05459 × 10−34 Js

π = 3.14159

1 eV = 1.6022×10−19 J (electron volt to joule conversion)

mass conversion from amu to kg: 1.66 × 10−27 kg/amu

Relationship between the wavelength of a photon and its energy λ = hc/E
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Problem 1 – 10 marks

a) – 5 marks Can a quantum mechanical particle exist in a classically forbidden re-

gion? Discuss and illustrate your answer with a sketch of a potential energy function V (x)

and associated wavefunction ψ(x) and probability density |ψ(x)|2 in order to support your

argument.

Solution:

A classically forbidden region is a region of space in which the potential energy is larger

than the particle’s total energy, V (x) > E. A particle which obeys the laws of quantum

mechanics can exist in such a region as long as the potential energy is not infinitely high,

meaning that it can have a non-zero probability density in this region. However, the proba-

bility of finding the particle in this region of space gets exponentially lower the deeper we go

into this region (beginning from a classically allowed region). In the case of a thin forbidden

region sandwiched between two classically allowed regions of space, the particle can tunnel

through the potential energy barrier (see picture) since the probability density doesn’t decay

to zero.

b) – 5 marks Discuss the relevance of part (a) to scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).

Modify (or redraw) your illustration from part (a) to support your answer.

Solution:

This tunneling effect is the basis for STM in which the first box (the first classically

allowed region) represents the STM tip, the second box represents the sample/conducting

substrate, and the air in between these two boxes forms the barrier, namely the forbidden

region. With the help of a biasing voltage applied between the tip and sample, electrons

can flow from the tip to the sample (or vice versa depending on which direction the biasing

voltage is applied) by tunneling through the barrier, into an empty energy state. The

separation of the tip from the sample must be on the nanometer length scale in order to

measure a tunneling current (see picture; you need to offset the two boxes to reflect the

applied biasing voltage, which gives a driving force for the tunneling to go one way versus

the other way).
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FIG. 1: Illustration of tunneling.

Problem 2 – 15 marks

Recall that the wavefunction ψ(x, t) = ei(kx−ωt) solves the classical wave equation (2),

and also the Schrödinger time dependent equation (3) with V (x) = 0.

a) – 5 marks For each case (classical and quantum), work out the relationship between

ω and k from the given information.

Solution:

First we can work out the various derivatives we need:

∂2ψ

∂x2
= i2k2ψ = −k2ψ (8)

∂ψ

∂t
= −iωψ (9)
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∂2ψ

∂t2
= (−iω)2ψ = −ω2ψ (10)

Then, equation (2) becomes

−k2ψ =
1

v2
(−ω2ψ) (11)

which simplifies to

v =
ω

k
(12)

Also, equation (3) with V (x) = 0 becomes

iℏ(−iωψ) = − ℏ2

2m
(−k2ψ) (13)

which simplifies to

ℏω =
ℏ2k2

2m
(14)

b) – 5 marks For the quantum mechanical particle in a box (which has V (x) = 0 in the

box), is the time independent portion of this wavefunction, namely ei(kx), a solution to the

Schrödinger time independent equation (4)? Give as much detail and discussion as you can.

Solution:

We solved the quantum mechanical particle in a box problem in class. We found that the

energy levels are given by equation (5), and we found that the wavefunctions are given by

(ignoring the normalization prefactor) sin(nπx/L). In this problem, we are given ψ = ei(kx).

Using Euler’s identity (see homework 1), this is equal to cos(kx) + i sin(kx). If we only

had the sin part, we might be ok (since the i would go away upon forming the probability

density), but we know from class that the cos part is an issue because it is not consistent

with the boundary condition ψ(0) = 0. Therefore, ψ = ei(kx) is not a stationary state of the

particle in a box. Even though that is our conclusion, let us put this function into equation

(4), giving

− ℏ2

2m
(−k2ψ) = Eψ (15)

which simplifies to (ℏ2k2)/(2m) = E. Since the possible E values are given by equation (5),

for this equality to work we would need k = nπ/L, which can be viewed as a restriction on
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the possible values of k. This is consistent with what we know about the particle in a box,

namely that the particle’s kinetic energy is restricted (quantized) to particular values.

c) – 5 marks For the quantum mechanical particle on a ring (which has V (x) = 0 on

the ring), is the time independent portion of this wavefunction, namely ei(kx), a solution to

the Schrödinger time independent equation (4)? Give as much detail and discussion as you

can.

Solution:

We solved the quantum mechanical particle on a ring problem in class. We found that

the energy levels are given by equation (7), and we found that the wavefunctions are linear

combinations of sin and cos functions. In this problem, we are given ψ = ei(kx), which is

a linear combination of sin and cos: ψ = cos(kx) + i sin(kx). So this might work. But

we need to check all the details. Putting this function into equation (4) gives (same as

part a) (ℏ2k2)/(2m) = E. Since the possible E values are given by equation (7), we need

k = n/R. Again, this is consistent with what we know about the particle on a ring, namely

that the particle’s kinetic energy is restricted (quantized) to particular values. What about

the boundary conditions? We must have ψ and dψ/dx come back to the same value after

having gone around the ring once. Since ψ is in terms of x, which is the arclength, going

around once corresponds to x = 2πR. So we need ψ(0) = ψ(2πR) and also ψ′(0) = ψ′(2πR).

Using k = n/R gives

ψ(x) = einx/R and
dψ(x)

dx
=
in

R
einx/R (16)

The boundary values are thus ψ(0) = 1, ψ(2πR) = ein2πR/R = ein2π = 1, ψ′(0) = in/R,

and ψ′(2πR) = in/Rein2πR/R = in/R. Therefore the boundary conditions are satisfied. In

conclusion, the given wavefunction is a stationary state of the particle on a ring.

Problem 3 – 10 marks

The one-dimensional particle in a box model can be applied to the π electrons in linear

conjugated hydrocarbons. Consider butadiene, C4H6, which has 4 π electrons. The length of

the conjugated backbone can be estimated as equal to two C=C bond lengths (2 × 135 pm)

plus one C-C bond (154 pm) plus the distance of a carbon atom radius at each end (2 ×

77 pm), giving a total distance of 578 pm. What is the longest wavelength of light that

butadiene can absorb corresponding to an electronic excitation?

Solution: The HOMO to LUMO transition is n = 2 to n = 3. Looking at problems 3 and
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4 of homework 4, we have

λ =
8mL2c

h(32 − 22)
= 220 nm (17)

Problem 4 – 10 marks

Starting from the Schrödinger time dependent equation (3), apply the separation of vari-

ables procedure and obtain a pair of equations, one depending only on space (the Schrödinger

time independent equation) and the other depending only on time. Make sure that you ex-

plain/justify each step of your procedure.

Solution:

We begin by setting ψ(x, t) = ψn(x)θn(t) How do we justify this? This is the most

important step to justify, because although we will make this work, we do need to be

concerned about being unnecessarily restrictive in our search for a solution. We discussed

this several times in class.

Put this into equation (3) to get:

iℏψn(x)θ
′
n(t) ? =? − ℏ2

2m
ψ′′
n(x)θn(t) + V (x)ψn(x)θn(t) (18)

Divide through by ψ(x, t) which does not affect the equality/inequality:

iℏ
θ′n(t)

θn(t)
? =? − ℏ2

2m

ψ′′
n(x)

ψn(x)
+ V (x) (19)

At this stage we equate both sides to a constant En. This is the only way to make this

work since the two independent variables are on separate sides of the equation. This yields:

iℏ
θ′n(t)

θn(t)
= En ⇒ θ′n(t) = − i

ℏ
Enθn(t) (20)

and:

− ℏ2

2m

ψ′′
n(x)

ψn(x)
+ V (x) = En ⇒ − ℏ2

2m
ψ′′
n(x) + V (x)ψn(x) = Enψn(x) (21)
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